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Year 10 Term 2 Knowledge Organiser

Word Definition

Dramatic Irony When the audience know more than the characters on stage

Setting The place where the text is set

Monologue When a character does a long speech on stage

Tone The way in which a character might speak a line

Polemic A strong verbal or written attack on someone or something

Euphemism When someone talks about something unpleasant by using a 
more pleasant and nicer term

Capitalist A political system based on people owning their own wealth 
and looking after themselves

Socialist A political system based on people believing in shared wealth 
and responsibility

Bourgeoisie The upper classes

Hierarchy The order in which people exist within a social system

Prejudiced Having or showing a dislike or distrust that is derived from a 
biased opinion

Patriarchal A system of government that is controlled by men

Remorse Sorrow or sadness when you do something wrong. Guilt. Pa
ge

 2
English: ‘An Inspector Calls’ by J. B. Priestey
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Year 10 Term 2 Knowledge Organiser

A Christmas Carol – Context

Dickens’ Life

Charles Dickens was born in 1812 in Kent and moved to London at the age of 9. When he was 12 years of age, his father was arrested and sent to a debtors’ prison. Dickens’ 
mother moved seven f their children into prison with their father but took Charles out of school and arranged for him to live alone outside the prison, working with other child 
labourers in a terrible job which involved pasting labels on bottles in a blacking (shoe polish) warehouse; he was poorly paid and the conditions were extremely bad.  Much of 
Dickens’ writing is influenced by his early experiences.

Social and Historical Context

Dickens was born into a time of great change in the way people lived. The Industrial Revolution was taking place and there was a sudden growth in the cities – the economy 
shifted from agriculture to industry and trade. As a result, many people who had once lived in rural communities moved to the city in huge numbers, causing overcrowding. 
Money from industry made the rich richer and the rich/poor gap widened. Workers had to toil for long hours for little money and, out of necessity, children of all ages often did 
not go to school and worked long hours for little money. Compulsory education was introduced by Queen Victoria so many children were taught to read and write in Victorian 
times where they would not have been early. However, despite this, most poor children still ended up in low-paid jobs and working in appalling conditions.  The housing was 
dreadful for working class families who often lived in squalor and deprivation where disease spread rapidly. There was no NHS and so poor people rarely had access to any form 
of medical help if they fell ill.  Child mortality was very high. In the poorer quarters of the big cities, almost 1 in 5 children born had died by the age of five. The main cause of 
death was polluted drinking water, damp, and tuberculosis, which claimed between 60,000 and 70,000 lives in each decade of Queen Victoria’s reign. Disease spread rapidly due 
to over-crowding and also due to the very unhygienic way that the poor had to live as they had little access to clean water.  For those who were unable to work and support 
themselves, there were workhouses. These were not intended to be pleasant places to stay. Men, women, and families were separated and those who were physically able 
were expected to work for their keep. Like the workhouses there were debtors’ prisons (those who were unable to pay a debt went here) such as a Marshlea, where Charles 
Dickens’ father spent time. If you could not look after your family the workhouse was the only option that you had, or your family would be left to the starve. There was no 
system to support those who could not work and so people found themselves with little choice. The wealthy few, on the other hand, lived in luxury with large houses, plenty of 
money and food. Their children did not work, were educated, and often had expensive toys and nice clothes. The rich had to be seen to be civilised and adhere to a strict set of 
morals that were considered very important for high society in the Victorian age. Victorians are well known for being prudish and overly polite in their interactions for this 
reason. However, this was often criticised for being hypocritical, because the rich lived such different lives to the poor and often did little to help them. 

A Christmas Caroll

During this time of unrelenting social change, Dickens wrote A Christmas Carol. Firstly, he wanted to write a good ‘ghost’ story - these were extremely popular at the time and 
he had hoped that this would be a good story for families to enjoy sitting around the fire on a cold winters night.  Victorians were extremely interested in the supernatural and 
many of them firmly believed in ghosts and the idea of spirits visiting them from the dead and so the story would not have seemed at all far-fetched or unrealistic to them. 
However, he also had the intention of drawing readers’ attention to the plight of England’s poorest, a recurring theme in many of his novels. As such, the novella can be read a 
social criticism, an allegory. 

Malthusian Theory

Thomas Malthus was an English demographer and political economist best known for his pessimistic but highly influential views on population growth.

Malthus famously argued that in a world in which economies grew arithmetically and population grew geometrically, mass want would be inevitable. His Essay on 
Population created a school of thought which continues to this day under the banners of Zero Population Growth and Sustainability. The threat of a "population bomb" under 
which my generation lived was Paul Ehrlich's modern rehashing of the Malthusian argument about the inability of productivity to keep pace with, let alone exceed, population 
growth.

Characters:
1.Ebenezer Scrooge: Miserly, 
mean, bitter, materialistic, 
unsympathetic, indifferent, cold, 
selfish, isolated, cynical, 
charitable, value driven, 
generous, happy, sociable, 
transformed.
2. Marley’s Ghost:
Materialistic, self-centred, 
terrifying, haunting, exhausted, 
direct, reformed, regretful, 
hopeful, selfless, wise
3. Bob Cratchit: Uncomplaining, 
tolerant, courteous, deferential, 
patient, civil, eager, 
pleasurable, good-humoured, 
playful, caring, tender, cheerful, 
loving, forgiving.
4. Fred: Warm-hearted, 
empathetic, cheerful, optimistic, 
even-tempered, insightful, 
determined, generous, 
forgiving, jovial, enthusiastic, 
caring
5. Ghost of Christmas Past: 
Contradictory, strong, gentle, 
quiet, forceful, questioning, 
mysterious
6. Ghost of Christmas Present: 
Compassionate, abundant, 
generous, cheerful, jolly, 
friendly, severe, sympathetic
7. Ghost of Christmas Future: 
Mysterious, silent, ominous, 
intimidating, frightening, 
resolute 
8. Tiny Tim: Frail, ill, good, 
religious

English Literature: Paper 1
A Christmas Carol

Important Exam Information
- Paper 1 Section B        
- Extract question
- No choice of question
- 45 minutes
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Year 10 Term 2 Knowledge OrganiserKey Quotations (AO1):

Stave One    
“a squeezing, wrenching, grasping, scraping, clutching, covetous old 
sinner” – about Scrooge
“Solitary as an oyster” – about Scrooge
‘A tight-fisted hand at the grind stone’ – about Scrooge
“B’ah! Humbug!” – Scrooge’s reaction to Christmas
“Are there no prisons? Are there no workshouses?” – Scrooge’s 
reaction to the charity men asking for money to support the poor
“If they are to die they had better do it, and decrease the surplus 
population!” – Scrooge’s reaction to hearing that poor people would 
rather die than go to the workhouse. This quotation links to 
Malthusian theory (see other side of sheet)
‘His face was ruddy and handsome, his eyes sparkled’ – Fred 
(presented as the opposite to Scrooge)
‘I wear the chain I forged in life’ –Ghost of Marley
Stave Two
‘It wore a tunic of the purest white… from the crown of its head 
there sprung a bright clear jet of light’ – Ghost of Christmas Past
‘A lonely boy was sat reading near a feeble fire’ – Scrooge as a young 
boy
“A solitary child, neglected by his friends” – Scrooge as a young boy 
“Another idol as displaced me. A golden one.” – What Belle tells 
Scrooge before she leaves him. 
‘”Your lip is trembling,’ said the Ghost, ‘And what is that upon your 
cheek?’ – first sign of emotion from Scrooge
Stave Three
‘There sat a jolly Giant, who wore a glowing torch…it was clothed in 
one simple green robe’ – Ghost of Christmas Present 
‘God bless us everyone!’ – Tiny Tim’s positive attitude
‘Tell me Tiny Tim will live…’ – Scrooge showing compassion.
“I see a vacant seat” – The Ghost’s prediction about Tiny Tim if the 
future is not changed. 
“The whole quarter reeked with crime, with filth, with misery” – A 
description of one of the poorer parts of London – symbol of poverty.
“This boy is Ignorance. The girl is Want. Beware them both..” – A 
description of the children, Ignorance and Want.
Stave Four
‘The phantom slowly, gravely, silently approached’ – Ghost of 
Christmas Yet to Come
‘I fear you more than any spectre I have seen’ – Scrooge
‘Tell me I may sponge away the writing on this stone!’ – Scrooge 
desperate to change his ways
‘I will honour Christmas in my heart’ - Scrooge
Stave Five 
“I am as light as a feather. I am as happy as an angel. I am as merry as 
a schoolboy. I am as giddy as a drunken man!”
‘I’ll raise your salary Bob and endeavour to assist your struggling 
family’ – Scrooge changing his ways.
‘to Tiny Tim, who did NOT die, he [Scrooge] was a second father’ –
Scrooge changing his ways
‘Wonderful party, wonderful games, wonderful unanimity, won-der-
ful happiness!’ – repetition shows Scrooge’s joy at the end.

Redemption The act of making up for 
something that you have done 
wrong

Benevolence Kindness and generosity 

Charity Love for others and kindness in 
your treatment of other people

Humanity The quality or state of being 
human

Ignorant Having littler or no knowledge –
being unaware either by 
accident or by choice

Inferior Situated lower down from 
others

Superior Situated higher up from others

Surplus An extra amount – the amount 
that is more than what is 
needed

Misanthropy A hatred or distrust of 
humankind in general

Materialistic Being overly obsessed with 
material things and money

Transformed To change completely

Regretful To feel regret about your past 
actions

Empathetic An ability to understand how 
people are feeling by putting 
yourself in their position

Resolute To be firmly determined 

Ominous Giving a sign of future trouble or 
evil

Allegory A story that contains characters 
and events that reflect a bigger 
political or social message

Gothic Having elements of the gothic 
genre, often reflected in dark 
and ominous settings, the 
supernatural and elements of 
mystery

The Plot
Stave One
1. Introduced to Ebenezer Scrooge on Christmas Eve.  He is a lonely miser obsessed 
with money.  He has a clerk called Bob Cratchit who is not treated well. We learn Jacob 
Marley, Scrooge’s business partner, died exactly 7 years earlier. Scrooge is irritated 
that Christmas Day seems to be interrupting his business.  Scrooge is visited by his 
nephew Fred, who invites his uncle to Christmas dinner. Scrooge refuses. Scrooge is 
visited by two charity workers, asking for donations. Scrooge refuses and exclaims he 
wants to be left alone. Scrooge allows Bob to have Christmas Day off. Scrooge, when 
he is home, is visited by the Ghost of Jacob Marley – warning him he will be visited by 
three more ghosts to help him change his ways.

Stave Two
Scrooge is visited by the Ghost of Christmas Past who takes him to witness his past.
Scrooge is taken first to his schoolboy years and he is reminded how his friends would 
go home from Christmas while he was left at school. We see him with his sister, who 
one year took him home for the holidays. Next we are shown Scrooge as a young 
apprentice, working for Fezziwig. Dickens describes the Christmas ball Fezziwig 
organised for his employees. Finally, Scrooge is taken to see his ex-fiancée, Belle. We 
see the scene when they break up, as money has taken over Scrooge’s life. Scrooge 
cannot bear to see any more and struggles with the spirit.

Stave Three
Scrooge is then visited by the Ghost of Christmas Present. The spirit shows Scrooge 
how the Cratchit family celebrate Christmas.  Scrooge asked if Tiny Tim will life. The 
spirit explain unless there are changes, he will die. Scrooge is then taken to see how 
others celebrate Christmas: miners, lighthouse workers, sailors on a ship and to Fred’s 
house at Christmas, where they are playing games. The spirit then begins to age, and 
see under the spirit’s robes two children: Ignorance and Want. The Ghost of Christmas 
Future then appears.

Stave Four
The Ghost of Christmas Future is described. The spirit takes Scrooge to see a group of 
businessmen discussing someone who has died. Scrooge is then taken to see Old Joe, 
where he is in the process of buying property of the dead man – which have been 
stolen. Scrooge then returns to Bob Cratchit’s house, where it is revealed Tiny Tim has 
died. Scrooge is then taken to the graveyard and is shown a grave stone and realises 
this is for him. Scrooge falls to his knees and begs that he will change his ways.

Stave Five
Scrooge wakes up in his own bed. Scrooge wonders how much time has passed and 
calls to a boy. He then sends the boy to the poulterer for the prize turkey to give to 
Bob Cratchit, Scrooge meets one of the charity collectors from earlier and whispers to 
him that he will give a large donation. Scrooge then goes to Fred’s house and is 
welcomed in. He enjoys the dinner and party. On Boxing Day, Scrooge arrives early to 
work, and plays a trick on Bob. Scrooge then tells him he is going to raise his salary and 
promises to help Bob’s struggling family. Scrooge is described to have completely 
changed and becomes a ‘second father’ to Tiny Tim – ‘who did not die.’
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Mathematics

Mode: Most frequent value on stem 
and leaf

Range: Greatest value – smallest value

Frequency PolygonSpeed Distance Time Graph
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Angles and Triangles
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Points 
equidistant 
from two points 
lie on the 
perpendicular 
bisector 

As the number of experiments increases, the experimental 
probability gets closer to the theoretical probability.
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Venn Diagrams Probability Notation

P(A) refers to the probability that event A 
will occur.
P(A’) refers to the probability that event A 
will not occur.
P(A Ս B) refers to the probability that event 
A or Event B or both will occur.
P(A Ո B) refers to the probability that both 
events A and B will occur

Tree Diagrams

Quadratic Inequalities

Simultaneous by EliminationSimultaneous by Substitution
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Exact Trig Values

Similar 
Triangles

3D Pythagoras

Shapes are congruent if they are 
identical - same shape and same 
size.

Shapes can be rotated or reflected 
but still be congruent.

Similar Shapes
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Similar Shapes scale 
factors
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What is an Ecosystem?

An ecosystem is a system in which organisms interact 
with each other and with their environment. 

Ecosystem’s Components 

Abiotic These are non-living, such as air, water, heat 
and rock.

Biotic These are living, such as plants, insects, and 
animals.

Flora Plant life occurring in a particular 
region or time.

Fauna Animal life of any particular region 
or time.

Biomes

A biome is a large geographical area of distinctive plant and 
animal groups, which are adapted to that particular 
environment. The climate and geography of a region 
determines what type of biome can exist in that region. 

Biome’s climate and plants

Biome Location Temperature Rainfall Flora Fauna

Tropical 
rainforest

Centred along the 
Equator.

Hot all year (25-
30°C)

Very high (over 
200mm/year)

Tall trees forming a 
canopy; wide variety of 
species. 

Greatest range of 
different animal species. 
Most live in canopy layer

Tropical 
grasslands

Between latitudes
5°- 30° north & 
south of Equator.

Warm all year (20-
30°C)

Wet + dry 
season (500-
1500mm/year)

Grasslands with widely 
spaced trees.

Large hoofed herbivores 
and carnivores 
dominate.

Hot desert
Found along the 
tropics of Cancer 
and Capricorn. 

Hot by day (over 
30°C) Cold by 
night

Very low 
(below 
300mm/year)

Lack of plants and few 
species; adapted to 
drought.

Many animals are small 
and nocturnal: except for 
the camel.

Temperate 
forest

Between latitudes 
40°-60° north of 
Equator.

Warm summers +
mild winters (5-
20°C)

Variable rainfall 
(500-1500m
/year) 

Mainly deciduous trees; 
a variety of species.

Animals adapt to colder 
and warmer climates. 
Some migrate.

Tundra 
Far Latitudes of 
65° north and 
south of Equator 

Cold winter + cool 
summers (below 
10°C)

Low rainfall 
(below 
500mm/ year)

Small plants grow close 
to the ground and only in 
summer.

Low number of species.
Most animals found 
along coast.

Coral Reefs

Found within 30°
north – south of 
Equator in tropical 
waters.

Warm water all 
year round with 
temperatures of 
18°C

Wet + dry 
seasons. 
Rainfall varies 
greatly due to 
location.

Small range of plant life
which includes algae and 
sea grasses that shelters 
reef animals. 

Dominated by polyps 
and a diverse range of 
fish species. 

Nutrient cycle

Plants take in nutrients to build into new 
organic matter. Nutrients are taken up when 
animals eat plants and then returned to the 
soil when animals die and the body is broken 
down by decomposers.

Litter This is the surface layer of 
vegetation, which over time 
breaks down to become humus.

Biomass The total mass of living 
organisms per unit area.

Food Web and Chains

Simple food chains are useful in explaining the 
basic principles behind ecosystems. They show 
only one species at a particular trophic level. 
Food webs however consists of a network of 
many food chains interconnected together.

Unit 1b:  The Living World
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Coniferous 
forest

Deciduous 
forest

Tropical 
rainforests

Tundra

Temperate 
grasslands

Tropical 
grasslands

Hot deserts. 

The most productive biomes – which have the greatest biomass- grow in climates 
that are hot and wet. 

Distribution of Tropical Rainforests

Tropical rainforests are centred along the Equator between the 
Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn. Rainforests can be found in 
South America, central Africa and South-East Asia. The Amazon 
is the world’s largest rainforest and takes up the majority of 
northern South America, encompassing countries such as Brazil 
and Peru.

Climate of Tropical Rainforests

• Evening temperatures rarely fall below 22°C.
• Due to the presence of clouds, temperatures rarely rise 

above 32°C.
• Most afternoons have heavy showers, often thundery, from 

towering cumulonimbus clouds.
• Low air pressure
• At night with no clouds insulating, temperature drops.

Rainforest nutrient cycle

The hot, damp conditions on the forest floor allow for the rapid decomposition of dead plant material. 
This provides plentiful nutrients that are easily absorbed by plant roots. However, as these nutrients are in 
high demand from the many fast-growing plants, they do not remain in the soil for long and stay close to 
the surface. If vegetation is removed, the soils quickly become infertile.

Tropical Rainforest Biome

Tropical rainforest cover about 2 per cent of the Earth’s surface yet they are home to over half of the 
world’s plant and animals. 

CASE STUDY: UK Ecosystem: Epping Forest, Essex

This is a typical English lowland deciduous woodland. 70% of the area is designated 
as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSI) for its biological interest, with 66 %  

designated as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC).

Components & Interrelationships Management

Spring Flowering plants (producers) such as 
bluebells store nutrients to be eaten by 
consumers later. 

- Epping has been 
managed for centuries. -
Currently now used for 
recreation and 
conservation. 
- Visitors pick fruit and 
berries, helping to 
disperse seeds. 
- Trees cut down to 
encourage new growth 
for timber. 

Summer Broad tree leaves grow quickly to 
maximise photosynthesis.

Autumn Trees shed leaves to conserve energy 
due to sunlight hours decreasing. 

Winter Bacteria decompose the leaf litter, 
releasing the nutrients into the soil. 

Interdependence in the rainforest

A rainforest works through interdependence. This is where the plants and animals depend on each other for survival. If 
one component changes, there can be serious knock-up effects for the entire ecosystem. 

Layers of the Rainforest

Emergent Highest layer with trees reaching 50 metres.

Canopy 80% of life is found here as It receives most of the sunlight 
and rainfall.

Under Canopy Consists of trees that reach 20 metres high.

Shrub Layer Lowest layer with small trees that have adapted to living in 
the shade.

Page 22
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Case Study: The Amazon Rainforest in Brazil

Deforestation in the Amazon.  What has happened in Brazil?
• Around 20% of the Amazon rainforest has been cleared
• Clearance takes place for many reasons:

• Harvesting of foods, fruits and nuts
• Wood cut down and used as fuel
• Timber extraction
• To access plants needed for medicines
• For ranching (animal farming)
• Monoculture (one species of commercial plant, 

e.g. palm oil, replacing the natural plants)
• For mining
• For expansion of cities
• Slash-and-burn agriculture
• Highways

Statistics about rainforest removal in the Brazilian Amazon
• 80% of the rainforest in Brazil has been removed for cattle 

ranching
• 10% of the rainforest has been removed for other 

commercial agriculture (e.g. palm oil plantations)
• Only 3% of the rainforest in Brazil has been cleared for 

logging – the extraction of trees to use their wood
• Soybean production in the Brazilian Amazon has increased 

by 600% in the last three decades
• Around 50,000 Hectares of land is used for gold mining
• Vast areas of land have been flooded so as Hydro Electric 

Power can be generated.
• The Trans-Amazonian Highway was created in 1972, it is 

4000km long

What are the global impacts of tropical rainforest loss?
• Global Warming – as soon as trees are removed, they are 

no longer removing CO2 from the atmosphere and 
producing oxygen

• Biodiversity –the tropical rainforest is the most biodiverse 
biome in the world.  Many species are endemic.  Forest loss 
will mean species loss.:

• Estimated that 137 plant and animal species per 
day are becoming extinct due to global tropical 
deforestation

• Cures to common diseases may be in the 
rainforests, still undiscovered 

• The Amazon Basin could lose between 30 and 45% 
of its species diversity by 2030

What are the local impacts of tropical rainforest
deforestation?
• Deforestation disrupts the water cycle.  If transpiration of 

water from trees into the atmosphere isn’t taking place, the 
local climate becomes warmer

• As soon as forest is removed, the soil starts to become 
infertile.  It relies upon the leaves falling from trees and 
animals dying and decomposing to remain fertile.

• Rivers become polluted with chemicals washed-out from 
mines and soil washed-off the land if roots are no longer 
there to hold it in place

• The indigenous tribes decline 

What goods does the Brazilian rainforest supply?
• Native food crops
• Wild meat and fish
• Building materials
• Energy from HEP
• Water
• Medicines

What services does the Brazilian rainforest supply?
• Air purification (absorbing CO2)
• Water and nutrient recycling
• Protection against soil erosion
• Wildlife habitats
• Biodiversity
• Employment

What strategies exist for managing rainforests sustainably?
National and International Level
• Governments can agree to limit the trade in hard woods 

(e.g. mahogany) and endangered species.  The 2006 
agreement limits hardwood trade to only specimens which 
have been felled in a sustainable manner.  CITES is the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species

• Debt Reduction – HICs can write off the debt of LIC’s if they 
agree to preserve their rainforest

• Non Governmental Organisations such as WWF promote 
conservation and education

• National governments should create laws to limit forest loss.  
Few are willing to do so if this slows  development

What strategies exist for managing rainforests sustainably?
Local Level
• Selective logging – removes just the individual trees that are 

needed and leave the rest of the area intact
• Stopping illegal logging – having a permit system for tree 

removal and fining/punishing those who remove trees 
without one.

• Agroforestry – allows crops to be carefully grown in 
clearings, surrounded by the normal tree habitats.

• Ecotourism – encourages people to visit rainforests to view 
the natural environment.  Locals preserve it as the income 
from the tourists is incredibly valuable  
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How diverse is the desert ecosystem in the Western USA?
• Not very diverse!
• Only 56 mammal species, 36 reptiles, 400 birds, 1700 plants, 

60 mosses and 195 lichens
• Includes drought tolerant trees such as acacia
• Cactus which store moisture in their flesh.  The Saguaro 

Cactus can grow to 15m tall.  Its spikes deter predators and 
it has a concertina-shaped body which expands when it fills 
with water

• Many flowering plants have seeds which only germinate 
after heavy rain.  They have bright flowers to attract insects

• Lichen looks like a flaky crust on the ground.  It does not 
need soil to grow so is called a pioneer species. 

How have plants and animals adapted in the USA’s desert?
• They have all had to adapt to the lack of water
• Grass is tough and drought resistant
• Kangaroo rats do not drink water, they obtain it from food.  

They live in burrows during the day to avoid heat and do not 
sweat.  They have highly efficient kidneys

What interdependence exists in the desert?
• Different species depend on one another in the food web
• Vegetation roots hold the soil together and stop it from 

being blown away
• Nutrients are exchanged between soil and vegetation

What development opportunities are there in the Western 
USA desert?
• Farming – large underground stored of water (aquifers) can 

be used to make the land productive
• Energy – fantastic opportunity for solar power.  Where 

mountainous, wind power can be harnessed in valleys – e.g. 
near to Palm Springs

• Tourism – places such as Las Vegas have sprung-up.  
Attracted 40 million visitors in 2018.  Others may visit for 
watersports in places such as Lake Havassu, Lake Mead, Lake 
Powell and to visit Native American wildernesses

What stops the Western USA deserts from becoming over 
developed?
• Temperatures can be extreme – Death Valley regularly sees 

temperatures above 50⁰C in the daytime.
• Because of the low populations, access is limited.  This 

hindered early development, however freeways have now 
made some areas more accessible – e.g. Las Vegas.

How have people adapted to the climate?
• Flat roofs on houses to help collect rainwater
• Buildings light in colour (whitewashed) to reflect heat
• More recently, a heavy reliance on air conditioning
• Watering of grass in gardens and golf courses.  When water 

is in especially short supply, grass can be coloured with a 
green vegetable dye to prevent it looking ‘dead’

Do too many people live in the Western USA desert?
• In recent years, there has been a greater demand for water 

than there has been water available
• The water security of the area is threatened by climate 

change – as temperatures warm up, there is a concern that 
water availability will be further limited

Case Study: The USA’s Western Desert

The Hoover Dam

BENEFITS OF THE HOOVER DAM
• Consistent flow of water downstream in the Colorado River
• Hydro Electric Power is generated, powers nearby major 

cities such as Las Vegas
• A tourist attraction
• Lake Mead (behind the dam wall) is an excellent 

watersports resource
• Water can be pumped from the reservoir to nearby major 

cities such as Las Vegas

ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE HOOVER DAM
• The downstream flow of water in the Colorado River has 

been altered:
• Farmers downstream (including in Mexico) 

previously relied upon periods of peak flow to 
irrigate their land

• The lack of flooding downstream starves
sandbanks of sand and they have deteriorated

• Some would say it is unsightly.  It is a change to the natural 
valley environment

• Land has had to be flooded to create Lake Mead
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Year 10 History Knowledge Organiser- The Treaty 
of Versailles Key Terms Definitions 

Armistice The agreement to stop the war on 11th November 
1918

Paris Peace 
Conference

The meeting where the winners of the war met to 
decide what should happen to Germany

The Big Three Britain, France & Germany
The Treaty of 
Versailles

The peace treaty, signed in June 1919 by Germany 
and the winners 

Mutinying Refusing to obey the orders of the people in 
charge

Reparations Money to pay for 
League of 
Nations 

An organisation which would work for world peace

Mandates Countries which are looked after by another until 
they can become independent

Self-
determination

When a country or group of people rule themselves

The end of the war
In November 1918, Germany was forced to ask for an armistice.  She could no 
longer continue fighting.  The USA had joined the war, the British blockade meant 
there were severe food shortages and some soldiers, towns & cities were 
mutinying.   The war ended on 11th November 1918.   

The aims of the Big Three

Great Britain
David Lloyd George

USA
Woodrow Wilson

Most lenient (nicest) 
towards Germany

France 
George Clemenceau

The terms of the Treaty of Versailles
Military: Germany’s army could only have 100,000 men
The navy was reduced to 15,000 men, 6 battleships and no submarines
Germany could not have an air force
War guilt: Germany had to accept reasonability for starting the war
Money: Germany had to pay reparations of £6.6 billion to the allies
Colonies: Germany's colonies were given to the League of Nations, who gave them 
to Britain & France to run as mandates

Harshest towards 
Germany

• Didn’t want to punish 
Germany, too much as 
Britain needed to start 
trading with Germany 
again

• Wanted Germany’s 
navy destroyed, so 
Britain was the 
strongest country 
again

• Wanted Germany 
destroyed, so she 
could never attack 
France again.  Didn’t 
want Germany to 
have any army or any 
way to protect itself

• Wanted reparations
to pay for the 
damage France had 
suffered

• Didn’t want to punish 
Germany, as this 
might cause another 
war in the future

• Wanted peace to be 
based on his 14 
points, these 
included setting up a 
League of Nations 

• Wanted countries & 
people to decide who 
ruled them (self-
determination)

Territorial losses
Germany lost a significant amount of land (10%).
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The USA’s attitude
Many Americans wanted to return to isolationism.  The Republican Party criticised Woodrow 
Wilson and the Senate refused to ratify the treaty.  The USA failed to join the League of 
Nations.  

How satisfied were the Big Three?

Why can the treaty be seen as fair?
It was normal for the losers to agree to harsh terms.  
Russia left the war in 1917 & had to give Germany more 
than ¼ of it’s land.
Someone had to pay for the damage, it was only right the 
losers should pay.

Liked Disliked

Britain Many people thought it was fair but 
could have been harsher.
GB gained Germany’s colonies.
Germany’s navy was restricted.

Lloyd George worried that reparations 
were too harsh, GB needed to start 
trading with Germany quickly.

France Pleased with the demilitarisation of 
the Rhineland, as France had more 
protection.
Reparations & control of the Saar.

Many felt the treaty should have been 
harsher.
Clemenceau was angry that Germany still 
had an army & wanted more reparations.

USA The League of Nations was created.
Some countries were given self-
determination.

Many felt the treaty was too harsh & 
might cause problems in the future.  

The other peace treaties
St Germain: signed by Austria. Land lost to Italy, Yugoslavia & Poland, reparations to be paid, but total never fixed, army reduced to 30,000.

Neuilly: signed by Bulgaria.  Land lost to Yugoslavia, Greece & Romania, £100m reparations, army limited to 20,000, no air force.

Trianon: signed by Hungary.  Land lost to Romania, Czechoslovakia & Yugoslavia, Agreed reparations should be set but no amount agreed, 30,000 in army, no 
conscription.

Sevres: signed by Turkey.  Land lost to Greece, army restricted to 50,000, 7 sail boats & 6 torpedo boats in the navy.

Lausanne: signed by Turkey (the Turkish people revolted after hearing the terms of Sevres), Turkey regained some of the land Greece had taken & 
reparations cancelled.  

Key Terms Definitions 
Anschluss The union of Germany & Austria.  This was forbidden in the Treaty of Versailles.  
Abdicate When a ruler gives up their throne
Diktat A forced treaty
Isolationism The policy where a country doesn’t get involved in foreign affairs

How did the Germans view the Treaty? 
They hated it & thought it was very unfair because: 
• Many Germans didn’t realise that they were actually 

losing the war & believed that they could have 
continued fighting.  They blamed the new German 
government for their defeat.  The new government 
was nicknamed ‘the November Criminals’.

• The Kaiser had been forced to abdicate, so people 
thought the person who was to blame had been 
punished.  

• None of their allies were punished as harshly.
• It would be very difficult for Germany to recover 

from the war & pay off the reparations.  Areas like 
the Saar with it’s coal fields were needed to fuel 
German factories, but this are now belonged to 
France.

• Many Germans were not given the right to self-
determination e.g. those living in the Polish Corridor

• Germany felt defenceless, as they were surrounded 
by enemies & had a tiny army.

• They had no choice but to sign it – it was a diktat
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Year 10 History Knowledge Organiser- The League 
in the 1920s

Key Terms Definitions 
Covenant An agreement which set out the League’s aims & 

what it’s members could expect
Veto The right to overrule a decision 
Plebiscite When the people vote on an issueThe League 

Aim: stop war breaking out again, encourage disarmament, improve working 
conditions & tackle deadly diseases
Members: 42 at first, but no USA (didn’t want to join) Germany or Russia ( 
not allowed to join).
Collective security: idea that all countries would work together to keep the 
peace.
If disputes broke out: the Covenant set put how the League would deal with 
aggression:
• Mitigation: getting countries together to talk through problems
• Moral condemnation: telling countries off
• Economic sanctions: members of the League wouldn’t trade with the 

offender.
The League didn’t have its own army, it had to borrow men from it’s members.

Upper Silesia 1921-25
• 1921: a plebiscite was held to decide if the area should be 

German or Polish.  Germany won 60% of the vote but Poland 
claimed that many of the people who had voted for Germany no 
longer lived there.

• The area was split based on which parts had voted for which 
country.

• Germany received most of the rural areas, but lost ¾ of their 
coal mines.

• Poland received the industrial areas, but ½ million Poles were in 
the German territory.  

The structure of the League
Assembly: every member sent a representative to the Assembly which met 
once a year.  Decisions has to be unanimous.  It made decisions such as when 
a new country could join & how the League’s money was spent.
Council: met more frequently than the Assembly & dealt with emergencies.  4 
main members, GB, France, Japan & Italy & 4 non-permanent.  Had the power 
of veto over decisions made by the Assembly.
Permanent Court of International Justice: settled international arguments.  
It listened to the evidence but counties did not have to follow it’s rulings.  
Secretariat: was in charge of administration.
Special commissions: special groups which tackled specific issues e.g. 
International Labour Organisation:  wanted to improve working conditions.  It 
recommended the banning of lead in paint but couldn’t stop children under 14 
working. 
Slavery Commission: set 200,000 people free in Sierra Leone.

Vilna 1920
• Poland took control of the capital of Lithuania, Vilna.
• Lithuania appealed to the League for help.
• The League told Poland to remove it’s army, it didn’t.
• The league didn’t do anything else, as France saw Poland as an 

ally against Germany.  
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Key Terms Definitions 
Disarmament The reduction of weapons

Aaland Islands 1921
• Sweden & Finland both claimed them
• The League gave them to Finland but they couldn’t build forts on the 

islands
• Sweden agreed. 

Corfu 1923
• Tellini, an Italian general was murdered whilst surveying the borders of 

Greece & Albania.
• Mussolini (the Italian leader) blamed the Greek government & demanded 

the murderers should be executed & he should receive compensation.
• He invaded Corfu.
• Greece appealed to the League, who condemned Italy but said that 

Greece should pay compensation.
• Mussolini complained to the Conference of Ambassadors.  They force 

Greece to pay compensation.

Bulgaria 1925
• Greek soldiers killed on the border of Greece & Bulgaria.
• Greece invaded Bulgaria
• Bulgaria asked the League for help.  The League told the Greeks to 

withdraw & pay compensation.
• Greece thought this was unfair as Mussolini had done the same thing in 

1923 & got away with it.  But Greece was too small to stand up to the 
League.  

What international agreements were made in the 1920s?
1925: Locarno Treaties.  Signed between France, Germany, GB & 
others.  Germany accepted the borders Versailles had set out, the 
countries agreed not to go to war & work together peacefully.
1928: Kellogg-Briand Pact.  65 countries agreed not to use war to 
settle disputes.
1921-22: Washington Arms Conference.  GB, France & others 
attended.  Discussed how big navies could be, Japan agreed to have 
a smaller navy than the USA & GB.
1922: Rapallo Treaty.  Germany agreed to return the money & land 
Russia had lost in the 1917 peace treaty.

Result: failure for the League as it was not involved in any of 
these agreements.

The Wall Street Crash 1929
• The Crash turned into a world wide depression.
• Countries had little money to spend on world wide problems & were more 

concerned with sorting out their own issues.
• Some countries turned to extremist parties such as the Nazis in 

Germany 
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Manchuria 1931
Japan had been badly affected by the Great Depression (sales to the USA of silk had dropped), shew anted to protect 
the industries & South Manchurian Railway which it already controlled in the area & the Japanese army was getting 
stronger and had started to take more aggressive action. 

Results
Even though the Lytton Report said Japan was in the wrong, Japan ignored it & left the League.  
Japan was a permanent  member of the Council.
BUT many people still believed that if there was an issue in Europe, then the League would still deal 
with it successfully.  
However, Mussolini & Hitler began to wonder it they might get around the League as well.  

What did the League do?
Issued a moral condemnation & told Japan to withdraw it’s troops.  But there was little was little the 
League could do as:
• Japan was far away & many countries were too busy dealing with their own problems caused by the 

Great Depression.
• Economic sanctions were pointless, as Japan would continue trading with the USA.
• The USSR was not a member of the League & could not be asked to help even though it was the 

nearest country.

What happened in Abyssinia? 

December 1934: Italian soldiers clashed  with 
Abyssinians at Wal Wal.  150 Abyssinians killed & 2 
Italians.

Jan 1935: French foreign minister, Pierre Laval met 
with Mussolini  & made secret agreements which would 
let Mussolini do what he wanted in Abyssinia.

Jun 1935: Abyssinian emperor, Haile Selassie asked 
the League for help

Oct 1935: Italy invaded, despite a moral condemnation 
issued by the League.  

Dec 1935: Hoare-Laval Pact agreed.

May 1936: Abyssinian capital, Addis Ababa captured

Why did the League fail? The Hoare-
Laval Pact
GB & France’s foreign ministers Pierre 
Laval & Samuel Hoare decide that Italy 
would be given half of Abyssinia.  Italy 
would be given the fertile areas.  This 
plan was not discussed with Italy or 
Abyssinia.
The Hoare-Laval Pact was made public in 
the newspapers.  Both men were forced 
to resign.    

Why did the League fail? Trade 
sanctions
Italy: the sanctions imposed did not 
cover oil, steel, iron or coal (GB didn’t 
want it’s coal mining industry affected) & 
the League felt Italy would just trade 
with the USA & USSR.
Abyssinia: the League banned members 
from selling arms (weapons) to Abyssinian 
& Italy.  Abyssinian had nothing to defend 
itself with.

Why did the League fail?  Suez 
Canal
Mussolini would need to send troops 
& supplies around the coast of Africa 
if the Suez Canal was shut.  This 
would make his invasion very 
difficult.  GB & France kept the canal 
open. 

Results
• May 1936: Italy left the League.  This left 

only GB, France & the USSR (who joined in 
1934) to run the League.

• GB & France had shown they were more 
concerned about their own welfare than 
protecting the League. 

• Aggressive dictators like Hitler & Mussolini 
realised the League wouldn’t stop them. 
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The League had no army
Evidence: when Japan ignored the League over 
Manchuria, there was nothing the League could do.

Slow & inefficient decision making
Evidence: The League only met once a year; the 
Council could veto proposals & decisions had to be 
unanimous.  This made decision making slow.
The League was slow to act in the Manchurian Crisis.

Weak sanctions
Evidence: Powerful countries were not scared of 
moral condemnation, so the League’s sanctions were 
useless.  

Absence of powerful countries
Evidence: The USA refused to join & Germany & the 
USSR were not allowed to at the beginning.  This 
meant that trade sanctions were ineffective, as the 
aggressor could trade with them.  In the Manchuria 
Crisis, the USSR was the nearest country to China.  

The Great Depression
Evidence: The Great Depression meant countries 
were more concerned with their own problems.  
The Depression mean that people turned to 
extremist dictators such as Hitler & Mussolini who 
were keen to invade other countries.  Hitler 
invaded more & more countries & the League didn’t 
do anything about it.  

Self-interest of dominant countries
Evidence: GB & France were more concerned about 
keeping Mussolini as an ally against Hitler to do 
anything about the invasion of Abyssinia.
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Key Terms Definitions 
Lebensraum Living space in the east 
Volkesdeutsch People with German blood, but without German 

citizenship
Communism The left-wing political idea that all people are 

equal & wealth should be shared equally
Plebiscite A vote by all the people

Hitler’s aims
• Overturn the Treaty of Versailles
• Make Germany strong again
• Take Lebensraum
• Unite Volkesdeutsch & create a Greater Germany
• Unite Austria & Germany in Anschluss
• Destroy communism

April 1935: Stresa 
Front
Agreement between GB, 
France & Italy to stop 
Hitler from breaking 
any more terms of 
Versailles.  

1935: Rearmament
Hitler reintroduced 
conscription, announced he was 
building an air force (both 
banned by Versailles).  No one 
tried to stop him.

1933: Hitler leaves 
the League of Nations 
Disarmament 
Conference
Hitler offered to 
disarm as long as 
everyone else did.  
France refused.  Hitler 
left the League

1934: The Dollfuss Affair 
(attempted Anschluss)
Austrian Chancellor, Dollfuss 
banned the Nazi Party in 1934.  
Hitler told Austrian Nazis to cause 
chaos.  Dollfuss murdered.  
Mussolini moved troops to the 
border, promising to stop 
Anschluss.  Hitler was forced to 
back down.  

Jan 1935: Saar Plebiscite
Saar given to France for 
15 years in Versailles.  
Plebiscite held to decide if 
the area remained French 
or returned to Germany.  
90% of the population 
voted to re-join Germany

March 1936: 
Remilitarisation of the 
Rhineland
Hitler sent troops into the 
Rhineland after the Franco-
Soviet pact was signed 
(France & the USSR agreed 
to support each other if 
attacked by Germany).  Hitler 
claimed Germany was 
threatened on both sides & 
needed to remilitarise the 
area.  

June 1935: Anglo-German 
Naval Agreement
GB agreed Hitler could build his 
navy to 35% of GB’s & 
submarines to 45%.  GB didn’t 
consult France & Italy before 
signing it.

Why didn’t other 
countries react to the 
remilitarisation of the 
Rhineland? 
Britain: many people felt 
Germany had the right to 
protect it’s own borders & 
was reclaiming what was 
rightfully theirs.  GB was 
already dealing with the 
Abyssinian Crisis.
France: concerned with it’s 
own internal problems & 
Abyssinia.  French generals 
also believed the German 
invasion force was much 
bigger than it was & weren’t 
prepared to risk fighting.
The League: focused on 
Abyssinia.  

Results of the remilitarisation: 
• Hitler grew in confidence & started to plan his next move.
• GB & France started to rearm.
• Mussolini & Hitler signed the Rome-Berlin Axis, as Mussolini 

thought Hitler was a force to be reckoned with.
Key Terms Definitions 
Remilitarisation Rebuilding stores of weapons and troops or sending troops 

back into an area where they were banned 
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Anschluss

Results of Anschluss:
Germany became stronger, Hitler had united 
more German speakers.  Austria was also rich 
in natural resources such as steel & iron.  It 
was a propaganda success for Hitler.
GB: many people didn’t want another war, so 
didn’t want to get involved.
France was dealing with it’s own problems & 
didn’t get involved.
Czechoslovakia: the Czech government was 
very worried as they knew Czechoslovakia 
would be next on Hitler's list.  France agreed 
to support them if Hitler attacked.  
Chamberlain, the British prime minister asked 
Hitler what he intended to do to 
Czechoslovakia.  Hitler gave his word of 
honour that Czechoslovakia was safe.  

1934: Schuschnigg becomes leader of Austria. He did a deal with the Nazis to keep him in power.  
In return they were given key positions in the Austrian government.

Jan 1938: plans discovered for Schuschnigg’s assassination.  

Schuschnigg met with Hitler.  He ‘agreed’ to appoint the Nazi, Seyss-Inquart as minister for the 
interior, with full power over the police.  If Schuschnigg didn’t agree, Hitler would invade.

When Schuschnigg returned to Austria he decided to hold a plebiscite.  If the people voted 
against Anschluss, Hitler would not be able to invade. 

11 March 1936: Hitler demanded the plebiscite be postponed.  Schuschnigg agreed, Hitler then 
forced him to resign.  Seyss-Inquart became chancellor.

12 March 1938: Nazi troops invaded Austria.  Mussolini did nothing.

10 April: plebiscite held.  99% voted in favour of Anschluss.

Why did Hitler target the Sudetenland?
• Czechoslovakia established by Versailles –

Hitler had promised to overturn this 
treaty.

• The Sudetenland could help Hitler’s war 
effort as it  had factories which produced 
weapons, tanks & glass

• 3 million German speaking people lived 
there.

• If Hitler controlled the area, he could then 
attack the rest of Czechoslovakia.  

The Sudetenland: How did Hitler take over?
The German speakers in the Sudetenland claimed they were being persecuted by the Czechs.  They 
started rioting.

May 1938: Hitler said he needed to step in to save the German-speakers in the area.

Sept 1938: the British prime minister, Neville Chamberlain flew to Germany to meet Hitler.  
Chamberlain agreed to let Hitler have the area, as long as this happened peacefully.

Chamberlain met with the Czechs & forced them to agree.

22nd Sept 1938: Chamberlain returned to Germany & Hitler told him that he wanted the 
Sudetenland by 1st Oct.  This was not what had been agreed at first.  

29th Sept 1938: Munich Conference held.  GB, France, Italy & Germany agreed to give Germany the 
Sudetenland.  The Czech government was not consulted.  

15th March 1939: Hitler took over the rest of Czechoslovakia.  
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Results: 
• The USSR was not consulted & Stalin felt betrayed & angry.  Hitler 

was getting closer to the USSR & Stalin started to look for ways to 
protect the USSR.

• Chamberlain believed that he had achieved ‘peace in our time’, as 
Hitler had agreed never to go to war with GB in the Anglo-German 
declaration

• This was the first time Hitler had invaded a country which he had no 
right to & he had got away with it.

• Chamberlain promised Poland that if it was attacked GB would help it

Why did Chamberlain act this way? 
He was following the policy of appeasement – trying to avoid war by giving Hitler what he wanted.  

Key Terms Definitions 
Sudetenland An area of Czechoslovakia which was on the border with 

Germany
Appeasement The policy of giving someone what they wanted in the 

hope of avoiding war
Stalin The leader of the USSR
Anglo-German
declaration 

The agreement between GB & Germany not to go to war

Nazi-Soviet Pact Agreement between Germany & the USSR to split Poland 
between them.  

Arguments for appeasement
• Many people felt the Treaty of Versailles had been too harsh on Germany & 

it was only fair to let Hitler overturn parts of it.
• People were terrified there would be another major war.
• The Great Depression meant countries could not afford to got to war.
• People were more scared of communisms than Hitler.  They thought a strong 

Germany would stop Stalin.
• Hitler said he was a man of peace & they believed him.  

Arguments against appeasement
• If countries had acted earlier against Hitler, it might not have ended up in a 

war.
• The more Hitler took, the more confidence the became.
• Appeasement was morally wrong, it left countries like Austria & 

Czechoslovakia on their own.
• Appeasement angered Stalin as he was left out & felt that the USSR might 

be next.  He could have been a powerful ally.  

Why was the Nazi-Soviet Pact signed? 
• Both Hitler & Stalin hated Poland & wanted it’s territory.
• The USSR had joined the League in 1934, but Stalin had seen how 

weak it had been over Manchuria & Abyssinia.  He didn’t believe it 
would protect the USSR if Hitler invaded it.

• 23rd August 1939: Nazi-Soviet Pact signed between them.    
• GB & France had allowed Germany to become stronger, so that it 

could act as a barrier against communism.  If they didn’t trust 
Stalin, why should he trust them?

• Stalin was not invited to attend the Munich Conference.
• Hitler would not have to fight a war on 2 fronts (like in the WW1).  
• When war broke out, the USSR would be on Germany's side, not GB 

& France’s.

What was agreed in the Nazi-Soviet Pact?
• Poland would be split between Germany & Poland, Hitler would do all 

the fighting.

Results: 
• Stalin didn’t trust Hitler, but the Pact bought him time to prepare for war.
• Territory in Poland would be a buffer between Germany & the USSR, which would be useful if Hitler did invade.
• Hitler now knew he could invade Poland without having to fight  on 2 fronts.
• The Pact made the British people realise that war was imminent.  They confirmed their previous agreement that if Hitler invade Poland Britain would 

fight.  
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Key Terms Definitions 
Ultimatum A final demand

The invasion of Poland
1st Sept 1939: Hitler invaded Poland.

3rd Sept: the British sent an ultimatum to Germany.  
If Germany didn’t send assurances that it’s army 
would be withdrawn from Poland by 11am, then 
Britain would declare war.  There was no reply.

Britain declared war on Germany, France followed 
suit.

Key people: 
• David Lloyd George: British prime minister.  Member of 

the ‘Big Three’ at Versailles.
• George Clemenceau: French prime minister. Member of 

the ‘Big Three’.
• Woodrow Wilson: American president. Member of the ‘Big 

Three’.
• Benito Mussolini: dictator of Italy.  Involved in Corfu  

incident, invaded Abyssinia & ally of Hitler’s.

What were the causes of the Second World War? 
The Treaty of Versailles: too harsh, Hitler promised to get rid of it & 
reunite the German speaking people.  Many people in Germany felt by the 
1930s it was too harsh & Germany had the right to overturn it.  
Hitler:  He wanted to overturn the Treaty of Versailles, so he had to 
invade other countries.
The failure of the League of Nations: Failed in Manchuria & Abyssinia 
which showed the League was weak, GB & France would undermine the 
League & because it didn’t have an army it couldn’t act.
The Depression: countries were busy with their own problems & didn’t 
want to get involved in international issues.  Desperate people turned to 
extremist leaders such as Hitler & Mussolini & the League couldn’t help.
Appeasement: Opportunities to stop Hitler early on were missed.  
Politicians such as Chamberlain made a mistake trusting Hitler & the 
Munich Agreement pushed Stalin into an alliance with Hitler.
The Nazi-Soviet Pact: Allowed Hitler to invade Poland which GB & 
France had promised to defend.  It meant Hitler did not have to fight on 
2 fronts.  

• Lord Lytton: sent by the League to investigate the events in Manchuria.  
Author of the Lytton Report which stated Japan was in the wrong.  

• Sir Samuel Hoare & Pierre Laval: British & French foreign ministers.  
Conducted secret talks with Mussolini to find a solution to the Abyssinia 
crisis.  Both men forced to resign when it became public that they 
planned to give half of Abyssinia to Italy.

• Adolf Hitler: German dictator.  Promised to overthrow the Treaty of 
Versailles.

• Dollfuss: Austrian Chancellor murdered in 1934.  Hitler tried to unite 
Austria & Germany after his death.

• Schuschnigg: replaced Dollfuss as Austrian chancellor, tried to hold a 
plebiscite to prevent Hitler from achieving Anschluss, forced to resign in 
1936.

• Seyss-Inquart: A Nazi who Schuschnigg was forced to a appoint as 
minister of interior in 1938.  Became Austrian chancellor.

• Joseph Stalin: leader of the USSR, signed Nazi-Soviet Pact.
• Neville Chamberlain: British prime minster, followed a policy of 

appeasement towards Hitler during the 1930s.  
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AO1  
Develop ideas through 

investigations and showing 
understanding of sources

Mind map
Keywords – add branches to your mind map 
that include key ideas and words, using one 
word for each branch will allow you to 
develop more ideas rather than using a 
phrase or sentence
Central idea – this is the starting point of your 
mind map and shows the topic you are 
exploring. All keywords should link from this 
idea.
Include images – imagery can convey 
much more than a word or sentence and 
can help you to develop your ideas as well

Mood board
Theme – consider your theme, have you got a set idea 
already or are you happy to collect a wider range of 
ideas
Use a range of sources – don’t find pictures from just 
one place use different sources like, photographs, 
wallpapers/fabric samples, lettering, magazines etc…
Pick a style – pull it all together with a colour/theme or 
style to make your page ‘work’ as a whole
Apply ideas – your mood board should be a visual 
representation of your mind map

Artist Research and Analysis of Work
There are several things you must include in your research 

to show understanding of your chosen artist

Bio – a quick gathering of facts with the artists birth/death, 
style, important works

Collect images – select images of their work that are 
relevant and images that appeal to you, comment on why 

you like them
Analysis – To show understanding of the artist you must 

discuss their work. This will allow you to explore ideas and 
consider different options before you begin creating you 

own art work.
Reproduction – either copy a small piece of their work or 

work in the artist’s style to show your understanding of their 
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AO2
Refine ideas by 

experimenting with 
appropriate media, 

materials, techniques 
and processes

Colour Theory
Primary colours are the three 
main colours, they can’t be 
made, but are used to mix all of 
the other colours 
Secondary colours are made by 
mixing two primary colours
Tertiary colours are made by 
mixing a primary and a 
secondary colour
Harmonious colours are next to 
each other on the colour wheel
Complementary colours are 
opposite each other on the 
colour wheel
Tint – when you add white to a 
colour to make it lighter

Shade – when you add black to 
a colour to make it darker

Be brave in 
your use of 
media, aim 
to show off 
your best 
skills. 

You don’t 
have to use a 
specific media 
in your project, 
just show some 
variation. 

You MUST try things more than once to show 
improvement and refinement. See how the artist 
has tried the same sketches in lots of different 
media and on different surfaces. 

Experimentation

For example if an 
artists uses pen, you 
could try using, pen, 
pencil, charcoal, 
biro, coloured pen 
etc. 
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AO3
Record observations, ideas 
and understandings as you 

develop your work

:

Annotation
Describes writing notes, using images 

and explain your thoughts to show 
the development of your work.

You must annotate and reflect on 
your work as it progresses to show 

your intentions and ideas. 

Step 1 – Describe

What is the image of?

What have you done?

Step 2 – Explain 

How was this work made?

How did you produce these effects? 

How did you decide on the 
composition?

Step 3 - Reflect 

Why did you use these methods?

Why do some parts of the work 
‘work’ better than others?

Why might you do things differently 
next time?

How to ‘record’ 
Observational drawing Drawing from looking at images of objects

Primary observation Drawing directly from looking at objects in front of you

Secondary observation Drawing from looking back at images of objects

Photographs Using a camera or smartphone to take pictures to draw from 
(this is also classes as a primary observation)

Sketches Basic sketches and doddles to show undeveloped and initial 
ideas. 

Annotations Writing about your art work

Create both 
primary and 
secondary 
studies. 

Take your own 
photographs 
and work from 
them as much 
as possible. 
Taking your 
own 
photographs 
will allow you 
to create a 
more 
personalised 
response.

All ideas and 
observations MUST 
clearly link to your 
project/theme. No 
random art work. 

Create maquettes (a 
miniature scale model) in 
paper, card, etc to show 
your ideas. 

You may want to produce 
another mood board or mind 
map as you develop your project 
and narrow down ideas. 
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AO4
Present a personal and 

meaningful response that 
realises intentions and 

shows an understanding 
of visual language 

Telling a story with your art 
and sketchbook, using your 
work to convey a message 
instead of relying on words.

The Formal elements of Art
Tone How light or dark something is

Line A mark which can be long, short, 
wiggly straight etc…

Colour What you see when light reflects off something. Red, blue 
and yellow are primary colours

Texture How something looks or 
feels e.g. smooth or 
rough  

Pattern A symbol or shape that is repeated 

Shape A 2D area which is enclosed by 
a line e.g. a triangle

Form Something which has 3 dimensions 
e.g. a cube, sphere or a sculpture

A rough idea A visual 
Maquette

Final piece

A basic sketch 
of a final idea

A small image 
or model 

created in 
materials that 
replicate the 

end result

An image or 
sculpture 

pulling all prep 
work together.

Avoid sticking 
with your first 
idea. Sometimes 
your initial idea is 
worth pursuing 
but before a final 
piece is decided 
upon you should 
have considered 
at least three 
different design 
ideas. 

Thinking about your Final Piece 
• Use materials and media that you can control 

well and have practised with. 
• Your final piece should show influences from 

the artists you have studied
• Remember to think about composition rules 

when designing your final piece 

Present your work well, this doesn’t mean fancy 
background. Just take care on every page. 

Sketchbook checklist
 Have you demonstrated what the starting point, theme or brief means to you personally?
 Have you established a link between the starting point and your chosen sources?
 Have you reflected your understanding of the social and cultural context?
 Is there a clear link between your sources and your own work?
 Is it clear what ideas or techniques from your sources you have developed?
 Have you selected and presented your studies carefully?
 Made use of your discoveries?
 Made clear links between your work and that of other artists, designers and craftspeople?
 Collected images to show your inspiration and stimuli?
 Made use of drawings, sketches, jottings, photographs and experiments with different 

media?
 Annotated images to explain how they fit into your development process?
 Demonstrated your understanding through correct use of art and design vocabulary?
 Shown experimentation and selection of the most successful results for your project?
 Organised your recordings and presented them to show and explain your decisions?
 Clearly linked all of your work to your starting point?
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DrawingThe Grid method is a tool 
used to help you draw 
whilst keeping everything 
in proportion. It allows you 
to break down drawings 
into lots of small squares. 
Therefore you can 
concentrate on smaller 
sections at a time.
The more squares the use 
the more accurate you 
can be. 

Constructing a drawing is important to ensure you keep correct 
proportion. Use simplified shapes to develop the structure of your 
drawing. Start with the largest structures first. 
1. Large rough shapes – block out the most basic version of your 

drawing
2. Accurate shapes - Refine shapes so that they resemble the 

object more closely 
3. Detail – add the detailed sections of the drawing like fine lines 

etc (then apply tone once drawing is completed)
Take a look at the images below to see how it is done 

Another 
method to 
consider 

when 
drawing is 
using the 

grid 
method. 

Block out the large rough shapes that make up your image. Draw out those shapes on their own Add other structural 
detail i.e. the wings

Develop lines so they more closely 
resemble they way the final image will 
look. See how the breast of the bird is 
now curved, not straight and angular. 

Rub out the large rough shapes so you can barely see them and draw 
using lines that show the texture of the finished object, in this case a bird. 

Completely remove any 
construction lines. 
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Adding Tone

Cross hatching Hatching Contour lines

Stippling Scribble Pattern

Tonal shade

Produce a range of tones by varying 
the pressure and layering - consider 
using softer pencils for darker shades

Mark Making - techniques

Mark Making: To make drawings look more realistic try 
to use different marks on the surface. You can do this by 
changing the direction, pressure or length of your marks. 
Mark making can be used in conjunction with shading or 

separately. 

Making things look 3D:    To stop drawings looking flat use a range of tone and 
marks. Pressing harder and light and layering with your pencil creates different tones 

and adds depth.

Directional shading is shading that follows 
the contours of an object. Using this 

method makes your work appear more 
realistic. Look at the portrait, see how the 

shading changes direction and curves 
with the shape of the figure. This 

technique should be used on all drawings. 
See how it has been used on the spheres 

below. 

When applying tone to a drawing you 
must remember to apply base shades 
first to add depth and suggest form. 

Secondly, add mark making to 
develop the texture and fine details 

line work to finish.
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Composition
Rule of thirds – Place focal 
elements (objects) at 1/3 or 
2/3 of the image horizontally 
or vertically, not in the middle

Simplify and fill –
Enlarge or crop the 

image to fill the 
space and draw 

your viewers 
attention to that 
particular object

Balance elements – If there is an 
emphasis on one side of the 
piece balance it out with smaller 
objects on the other side.

Line – Use lines to draw the 
viewers eye across the work. 
The lines don’t have to be 
straight, think about using S 
or C shaped lines. 

Creating a sense of space and depth is 
important in art work to make it feel 

sophisticated and well thought out. Knowing 
how to raise objects over the top of each 

other is important in communicating space 
and depth to your viewer. 

Repetition and 
grouping

Try grouping 
objects in odd 
numbers, this 
often looks 

better than an 
even number of 

objects. 
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Taking a Good 
Photograph 

Think – don’t just point your camera and 
click. Think about what you want to take a 
picture of, is it… 
• Texture? Get in really close, just make sure 

your picture is focused and not blurry. 
• A portrait? Make sure nothing distracts 

from your main subject, try to use a plain 
background,

• Landscape? Then hold your camera 
steady, stand far back and line up your 
scene with the rule of thirds.

Grid lines – on most phones/cameras you 
can go into the settings and add grid lines. 

Using these grid lines will help you to create a 
successful composition and therefore 

photograph. Check out the ‘Composition’ 
page and look at the ‘rule of thirds’. 

Taking a good photograph will be key to your project. You will be using these images to draw from. 
Photography is another great way to record (AO3) the work you are carrying out.

Pro tip: Take lots of pictures from similar angles and 
only make slight changes with each photograph. 

Once you have finished capturing you can choose 
which images are the best. 

If your picture is blurry, it means 
you are probably too close to 

your subject. Move back a little 
bit until your image becomes 

sharper. 

Noise
Avoid digital 
zoom, it can 
make images 
grainy, this is 
called noise in 
photography. 
Try to get 
physically 
closer to your 
subject 
instead (if you 
can). 

When there is 
less light your 

camera finds it 
harder to focus 
and often it will 

create an image 
with ‘camera 
shake’. If you 

need to take an 
image in low 
light try to rest 

your camera of 
a flat surface to 
help steady it. 

Artificial Natural

Noise                 No noise

Noise                 No noise
To switch the grid on ...
iPhone: Go to "Settings," choose "Photos & Camera," and switch "Grid" 
on.
Samsung Galaxy: Launch the camera app, go to "Settings," scroll 
down and switch the "grid lines" option to "on."

Light
Use natural light 

as much as 
possible. The 
best times for 
shooting are 
sunrise and 

sunset. As far as 
possible avoid 
taking shots in 

artificial light i.e. 
bedroom lights 

or with flash. 
Notice that most of the tone 

is removed with flash on
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Consider using some of the 
watercolour techniques 

mentioned here to give your 
work texture and visual interest. 

Painting

Painting in layers
Painting, just like drawing (or 
making a sandwich) needs to be 
done in layers. 
You must start from the base of your 
image and work forwards. 
Think about background, 
midground and foreground
• We can add different materials 

or techniques individually one 
over the other, 

• waiting until one layer is dry 
before applying the next. 

• Each layer could be the same 
technique as before, or a 
different one. 

• A layer doesn’t have to cover 
the surface in its entirety. 

A layer can consist merely of one 
small dab of paint, or can involve 
thick overlays covering the whole 
surface. A technique does not 
have to be applied over the whole 
surface to qualify as a layer. 

Painting with watercolour – Tips
• If water is pooling at all on the paper, you 

generally have too much water, it will be harder 
to control the flow of the paint. 

• Use two jars of water, once for cleaning your 
brushes and one with clean water to mix paints. 

• Use thicker ‘watercolour paper’ normal paper 
will become wavy as it cannot handle so much 
water. 

• Tape down your paper before, during and after 
painting until your image is completely dry, this 
way you will have nice flat paintings.

• Let you watercolour dry between layers, 
• Use a layering technique, just remember that 

you cannot put lighter colours over darker 
colours when using watercolour, work from light 
to dark.  

Paint a 
background

White under 
brights

Brights over 
white(block colour)

Brights: a colour 
that is lighter than 
your background

Apply tonal range, 
shadows/highlights

Soften edges and 
blend colours

Painting with acrylic - In stages
Once you have finished drawing out what you want to paint you should 

follow these rules when painting with acrylic 
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Colour Theory 
Colour Theory
Primary colours are the three 
main colours, they can’t be 
made, but are used to mix all of 
the other colours 
Secondary colours are made by 
mixing two primary colours
Tertiary colours are made by 
mixing a primary and a 
secondary colour
Tint – when you add white to a 
colour to make it lighter

Shade – when you add black to 
a colour to make it darker

Hue – any colour that appears on the 
colour wheel, note that neither black 
nor white appear on there
Tone – used to describe a colour that 
has had grey added to it. 

Colour and emotion
Colour has a powerful influence over human behaviour, to the 
extent it can manipulate your perception of what is actually 
there. 
• Red: Passion, love, anger and danger
• Orange: Vitality, creativity and activity
• Yellow: Energy, light and hope
• Green: Health, nature and wealth
• Blue: Trust, security and spirituality
• Purple: Creativity, royalty and wealth
We can use these psychological triggers to influence how we 
want the viewer to perceive the painting. If you want the 
viewer to have a passionate and aggressive response, then 
you should be utilizing reds and other warm colours. If you want 
a calming scene, then greens and blues should be utilized.

Complementary colours are opposite 
each other on the colour wheel. When 
placed next to each other, there is an 
extremely strong contrasting and vibrant 
effect. If overused, your painting may 
become jarring and uncomfortable to 
look at.
You should select a dominant colour 
and use the other colour as an accent.

Harmonious colours are relaxing colour 
combinations using colours positioned 
next to each other on the wheel. 
Harmonious colour combinations were 
famously used by impressionist artists 
such as Claude Monet to create 
beautiful harmonious paintings. It is 
often most effective to select one 
dominant colour, a secondary colour 
and a third accent colour.

What can I actually see?
We all have preconceived ideas of what colour an 

object should be, i.e. a tree is green. But that is not always 
the case. If you are not careful and do not observe the 

tree for what it actually is, then you may be drawn 
towards adding more green than is necessary. This is 

because we forget to observe and we try to paint from a 
memory or idea. - Paint what you see, not what you think.

Warm

Cold
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Construction– Unit 1  Safety and 
Security in Construction

The Act places a general duty to 'ensure so far as is 
reasonably practicable the health, safety and welfare at 
work of all their employees'. 
Employers must comply with the Act. Examples include:  
provide and maintain safety equipment and safe systems 
of work, provide training, provide a risk assessment
Employees have specific responsibilities too - they 
must: take care of their own health and safety and 
that of other persons (employees may be liable), follow 
the rules of the company.

Legislation

Working at Heights regulation 2005
They include all work activities where there is a need 
to control a risk of falling a distance liable to cause 
personal injury. 
This is regardless of the work equipment being used, 
the duration the person is at a height, or the height 
at which the work is performed.

The regulations deal with the work equipment and machinery used every day in 
workplaces and aims to keep people safe wherever equipment and machinery is 
used at work, The regulations aim to ensure that all equipment is: suitable for its 
intended purpose, regularly maintained to ensure safety, only used by people who 
have received adequate training inspected by a competent worker.

Working At Height 
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Manual Handling Regulations 1992

The Regulations define manual handling as: "...any transporting or 
supporting of a load (including the lifting, putting down, pushing, 
pulling, carrying or moving thereof) by hand or bodily force". The 
load can be an object, person or animal.
The MHOR 1992 clear measures for dealing with risks from manual 
handling, these are:
first : avoid hazardous manual handling operations so far as is 
reasonably practicable;
second : assess any hazardous manual handling operations that 
cannot be avoided; and
third: reduce the risk of injury so far as is reasonably practicable 
e.g. use of wheelbarrow, sharing load.
Max load:  25kg

Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR)
is the law that requires employers, and other people in charge of work premises, to report and keep records of: 
work-related accidents which cause deaths.
work-related accidents which cause certain serious injuries (reportable injuries)
diagnosed cases of certain industrial diseases; 
certain ‘dangerous occurrences’ (incidents with the potential to cause harm)

Personal Protective Equipment 
Regulations 2002 (PPE)

Employers have duties concerning the 
provision and use of personal protective 
equipment (PPE) at work .
PPE is equipment that will protect the 
user against health or safety risks at 
work. It can include items such as safety 
helmets and hard hats, gloves, eye 
protection, high-visibility clothing, safety 
footwear and safety harnesses. 
The Regulations also require that PPE is:
properly assessed before use to make 
sure it is fit for purpose;
maintained and stored properly; 
provided with instructions on how to use 
it safely; 
used correctly by employees.
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Risks—
Key terms:
Likely—The more likely something is, the higher the chance there is of it 
happening 
Severity—The more severe something is, the more high risk it is 
High/medium/Low
Control measures
Control measures include actions that can be taken to reduce the potential 
of exposure to the hazard, or the control measure could be to remove the 
hazard or to reduce the likelihood of the risk of the exposure to that 
hazard being realised.
Could include: Method statements ,  Safe systems of work , Work permits , 
Competent persons , PPE 

The Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health Regulations 
2002 (COSHH)  is the law that 
requires employers to control 
substances that are hazardous to 
health. You can prevent or reduce 
workers exposure to hazardous 
substances by:
deciding how to prevent harm to 
health (risk assessment);
providing control measures to 
reduce harm to health;
making sure they are used ;
keeping all control measures in 
good working order;
providing information, instruction 
and training for employees and 
others; COSHH 
cupboard/locked/correct PPE
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The Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) 
Regulations 1996 

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is Britain’s 
national regulator for workplace health and safety. It 
prevents work-related death, injury and ill health. 
We achieve this using a variety of methods to 
influence change and help people manage risks at 
work. These include:
providing advice, information and guidance
raising awareness in workplaces by influencing and 
engaging
operating permissioning and licensing activities in 
major hazard industries
carrying out targeted inspections and investigations
taking enforcement action to prevent harm and hold 
those who break the law to account
We take enforcement action if there is harm / 
potential harm:
deal immediately with serious risks (so they prevent 
harm) - e.g. shut down site, ensure control measures 
are put into place
comply with the law
are held to account if they fail in their 
responsibilities e.g can give fines / prosecute 
businesses
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Convection - when heat 
travels through air or 
water. E.g. in an oven or 
a pan of boiling water.

Conduction - when heat 
travels by direct contact 
through solid materials 
such as food  or metal. 

Radiation - when heat 
rays travel towards 
food, e.g. grilling, 
toasting, microwaving

Heat Transfer Methods

Keyword Meaning 

Coagulation When a liquid protein is heated and 
becomes solid. E.g. boiling an egg.

Denaturation When protein foods are heated causing 
them to change size, colour and texture. 
E.g. steak, meatballs, chicken. 

Dextrinisation When dry heat causes starch to turn brown. 
E.g. toasting bread, baking bread.

Gelatinisation When liquid is added to starch grains, 
making them swell. Used to thicken sauces. 
E.g. custard, cheese sauce.

Plasticity is the ability of a solid fat to soften over a 
range of temperatures. The more plasticity 
a fat has, the easier it is to spread.

Emulsion keeps oil and water in a stable emulsion 
(mixture of two liquids).

Shortening gives food a crumbly texture.

Aeration When air is trapped in a mixture.

Caramelisation is when sugar molecules break down at high 
temperatures turning brown and changing 
flavour

Gluten Formation Gluten is a protein found in wheat flours. It 
forms when water is mixed with flour to 
make a dough. Gluten molecules coil 
making the dough elasticated. 

Foam Formation When liquids containing protein are 
agitated the proteins inside denature, this 
causes them to stretch and air gets trapped. 
When the proteins coagulate the air 
becomes trapped forming a foam. 

Enzymic browning is a chemical process which occurs in some 
fruits and vegetables. It causes the them to 
discolour, usually turning a brown colour.

Gelatinisation 

Dextrinisation

Caramelisation   

Dextrinisation is 
when dry heat turns 
starch brown

Starch broken down into dextrin.

Caramelistion is when 
sugar molecules break 

down at high 
temperatures turning 
brown and changing 

flavour
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Aeration
When air is
trapped in a 
mixture

Emulsification keeps oil and 
water in a stable emulsion

(mixture of two liquids).

Shortening gives 
food a crumbly 
texture

Plasticity is the ability of a solid 
fat to soften over a range of 

temperatures. The more 
plasticity a fat has, the easier it 

is to spread.

When the proteins coagulate  the air becomes 
trapped creating a foam. 

Denaturisation 
When liquids containing 
protein are agitated the 
protein inside denature, 
this causes them to stretch 
and air gets trapped. 

Denatured protein molecules are larger and take up more space…..
Coagulation  

They knock into other denatured 
protein molecules and start to join 
together in large groups – called 
coagulation

Denaturation of protein molecules can be 
caused by….
• Heat – frying or boiling an egg
• Acids – adding lemon juice to cream
• Air bubbles – whisked sponge
• Mechanical agitation – whisking egg 

whites for meringue

Biological – Yeast, 
used in bread making. 

Chemical - Bicarbonate of soda, 
baking powder, S.R.flour.

Mechanical –
folding, 

beating, 
whisking, 

sieving, 
creaming, 

rubbing in.

Raising Agents

Steam – Used in choux pastry, 
Yorkshire puddings, soufflés. 
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Trouble shooting – how to fix practical problems 

Function of key ingredients 

How are raising agents added into foods?How are raising agents added into foods?

Mechanical Manually adding air into food products using 
different techniques

The processes of sieving, whisking, folding, rolling, creaming all 
mechanically add in air during food production

Chemical Adding a chemical which causes a 
chemical reaction producing CO2 gas.  In 
an oven the CO2 gas expands and pushes 
up the mixture.  Some of the gas escapes 
but some is trapped in the mixture as it 
cooks and sets

Examples in food production include baking powder and 
bicarbonate of soda.
Bicarbonate of soda is used to make soda bread, the bread 
which does not use yeast as the raising agent.

Bicarbonate of soda + cream of tartar = baking powder

Biological A biological raising agent is added which 
produces CO2 gas.

The Fermentation process is activated during bread production when 
yeast is combined with sugar in a warm moist condition.  When the 
fermented yeast is added to the flour and warm liquid it increases in 
size during the “proving” stage.
Example:  Bread

Pa
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The Effect of Cooking on Food- Cooking methods 
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Music BTEC Unit 1: The Music Industry UNIONS

TRADE BODIES

ROYALTY COLLECTION AGENCIES

VENUES TYPES –

LARGE/MULTI-PURPOSE: Arena, Stadium, Large outdoor festivals, Large Theatres
SMALL: Pub, Club, Small Theatre, School Hall

HEALTH & SAFETY AT VENUES :
- Heating, lighting, ventilation

- Safe electrical equipment
- Hygiene (toilets, clean drinking water)

- First Aid Qualified Staff
- Emergency Exits

- No tripping hazards
- Adequate

- Disables Access
- Security Guards (SIA license)

- No Smoking
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HIRE & TRANSPORT COMPANIES

PUBLISHING

RECORD COMPANIES
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A - Design A Personal Fitness Training Programme

Physical-Related Fitness Components 
That You Should Look To Improve

Aerobic Endurance: The ability of the heart and lungs, 
to work for a long period of time. 
Sports: Long distance running, Football, Road Cycling. 

Muscular Endurance: The ability of a muscle, to work 
continuously without tiring. Sports: Hockey, Rugby, Endurance Sports 

Flexibility: The range of movement at a joint. 
Sports: Gymnastics, Dance, Diving. 

Muscular Strength: The maximum amount of force a 
muscle can produce in a 
short period of time. 
Sports: Rugby, Powerlifting, Boxing. 

Speed: The ability to cover distances quickly. 3 types 
of speed; Accelerative Speed, Pure Speed & Speed Endurance. 
Sports; Athletics, Football, Rugby. 

Body Composition: The ratio of Fat to fat-free mass In the body. 
Different sports will need a different body fat percentage 

Principles of Training 
For any training to be successful, it must stick to the following principles; 

Specificity: Tailoring training to your goals and sport.

Progressive Overload: Gradually increasing 
exercise intensity to cause adaptation. 

Variation: Changing the type of training, to increase 
motivation.

Adaptation: Changes in the body caused by exercising at a 
high intensity.

Reversibility: When you stop training, you lose any fitness adaptations 
you will have gained.

Rest & Recovery: The time required to allow your body to repair 
any damage sustained during training/competition. The body will repair itself 
and become stronger than before. 

Frequency: How often you train 
Intensity: How hard you train
Time: How long you train for
Type: what type of training do you do 

Skill Related Fitness Components That You Should Look To Improve

Agility: Ability to change direction quickly and efficiently. 
Sports: Tennis, Rugby, Football. 
Balance: Ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of support. 
Two types; Static and Dynamic Balance. 
Sports; Gymnastics, games sports. 
Co-Ordination: Smooth flow of movement to be able to perform 
a motor skill fluently. 
Sports; Tennis, Rugby, Gymnastics. 
Power: Combination of Speed and Strength. 
Sports; Long Jump, Rugby, American Football. 
Reaction Time: The ability to react quickly to a stimulus. 
Sports; Sprinting, Tennis, Table tennis. 

Exercise Intensity 
Measure how hard you are training by using your 
heart rate (BPM). Maximum heart rate = 220 – age Target 
heart rate zone for Aerobic training 60-85% of your maximum 
heart rate. 
Therefore, you should be training had enough, that your 
heart rate is between 60-85% of your maximum heart rate.
This will cause your body to adapt. 
Borg’s RPE scale can also predict intensity and heart rate.
RPE X 10 = HR 

Principles of fitness training programmes
When designing training programmes, there are two key questions:
1. What am I trying to improve?
2. How am I going to improve it?

You need detailed knowledge of different components of fitness and the different training methods used to 
improve them.
Before you can design a training programme, you will need to set individual goals.  Without these, you will not 
know what to direct your training towards.  The programme must be flexible but capable of meeting these goals 
and personal needs.  Each individual has different ambitions and aspirations and your programme should reflect 
these.
The athletes aims and objectives should be broken down into short-term (up to one month), Medium term (One 
to three months) and long term goals (three months to one year).  Goals should be 

All the targets that you set must be SMARTER targets:
 Specific – they say exactly what you mean (e.g. to improve flexibility in the hamstring muscle group)
 Measurable – you can prove you have reached the (e.g. increase flexibility by 5cm using the sit and reach test)
 Achievable – they are actions you can achieve (e.g. practice and improve flexibility through training)
 Realistic – you will be able to achieve them but they will still challenge you (e.g. the increase in flexibility must be 

manageable – a 20cm increase in two weeks is not achievable)
 Timed – they have deadlines (e.g. to reach target within six weeks)
 Exciting – ensure you look forward to and never get bored with your training programme.
 Recordable – keep accurate records of everything you do in a training diary.  This will be an excellent resource and 

source of inspiration to keep you fit and healthy.
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A - Design A Personal Fitness Training Programme

Training Methods for physical fitness-related components
To develop different components of fitness to meet the needs of different sports you need to use a variety of 
training methods.  These can be indoor or outdoor environments or using a range of equipment.

Aerobic Training Methods
Three most common methods used to improve aerobic endurance are:

 Continuous Training
 Fartlek Training
 Interval Training
 Circuit Training 
There is insufficient evidence to suggest which training method is best, but all will lead to 
improvements.
Aerobic training is often used by people who want to lose or manage their weight by reducing 
their body fat content.  Body fat is reduced because training increases levels of hormones 
epinephrine and norepinephrine which help break down fat to be used as an energy source.
Aerobic endurance training can also help to improve blood volume, improve mitochondrial size 
and density, develop neuromuscular patterns and improve muscle tone.

Fartlek Training –
Based on running outdoors and intensity is varied depending upon athletes requirements.  The intensity is changed by varied 
terrain such as sand, hills, soft grassland or woodland.
Some of the benefits of fartlek training are improving aerobic endurance, muscular endurance and improving balance and 
proprioception in the ankle, knee and hip all of which have a variety of benefits ranging from improved sport performance 
during a game to helping with injury rehabilitation.
Can be more useful than continuous training because it can be individual and sport specific.  This methods uses both aerobic 
and anaerobic endurance and can involve changes in direction, so it is useful for team players as it can mimic the sport.
In fartlek training there is no rest period but the athlete has more control and can decrease intensity at any time to rest. The 
benefits are:
• Less technical than other methods making it easier to use.
• Athletes can control their own pacing
• Boredom is reduced.
Can be performed in a gym using a range of cardiovascular equipment (treadmills, cross-trainers or exercise bike) so long as 
speed, gradient and resistance can be changed or outdoors at a suitable park where intensity can be changed by varying 
terrain. 

Interval Training – improves both aerobic and anaerobic endurance by varying the intensity and length of work 
periods.  Athletes perform a work period, followed by a rest period, before completing another work period.  This can be 
repeated many times, depending upon fitness level.
When designing an interval training programme you should consider:
• The number of intervals (rest and work periods)
• Intensity of the work and rest intervals
• The duration of the work and rest intervals.

Sets and reps are common terms that provide structure and organization when referring to the number of exercises in the 
training programme.
Repetitions (REPS) – how many times you perform an exercise.
Set – how may times you repeat that exercise for the set number of reps.
Can be performed in a gym using a range of cardiovascular equipment (treadmills, cross-trainers or exercise bike) so long as 
speed, gradient and resistance can be changed or outdoors at a suitable park or track area where running or cycling can be 
undertaken safely.

Types of Aerobic Training
Continuous Training – Also known as a steady-state or long, slow distance training – athlete trains at a steady 
pace over a long distance.  Intensity should be moderate (equal to or less than 70% of VO2 max) over a long 
distance and time.

This method is suited to long-distance runners and swimmers.  Due to lower level of intensity, an athlete can 
train for longer.  It can also be use for:

• Beginners who are starting structured exercise
• Athletes recovering from injury
• Specific groupings of individuals such as children or elderly people.

Disadvantages – Risk of injury when running long distances on harder surfaces.  It can be boring and it is not 
always sport specific with the sport specific benefits being small.

Continuous Training can be performed in a gym using a range of cardiovascular equipment (treadmills, cross-
trainers or exercise bike) or outdoors at a suitable park or track area. 

Circuit Training –
A number of different stations will be set up around the room.  Each station contains a different 
activity.  Individuals are set a time limit to do these exercises.  Between stations there should be 
a rest period.
A circuit can be designed to improve aerobic endurance, muscular endurance or strength or a 
combination of all three.  To avoid fatigue, the stations should allow consecutive exercises to use 
different muscle groups.
To increase progression and overload, the individual may wish to:
• Decrease rest periods
• Increase the number of stations
• Increase the number of circuits
• Increase the time spent at each station
• Increase the number of circuit sessions per week.
Circuit training can be performed in a gym although space can be an issue.  Circuit training can use 
cardiovascular equipment, free weights, resistance machines or simply body weight exercises at 
stations.  Circuit training can also be performed outdoors at a suitable park or track area as long 
as you have mobile equipment.Pa
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B- Know About The Musculoskeletal System And Cardiorespiratory System And The Effects On The Body During Fitness Training 

Short-term effects of fitness training on the musculoskeletal system:
A warm up must be used within your training plan and it must include three phases: 

Pulse Raiser:  To raise HR and speed up oxygen delivery to the muscles. 
Examples, jogging up and down a pitch. 

Stretching: Stretching the muscles and sport tissues you are about to use and increasing 
their elasticity and range of motion. For example lunges, hamstring stretch. 

Sports Specific: These are more intense practices relating to the main session 
such as dribbling if you are about to play basketball, or complete a session on co – ordination. 

Planning for progressive overload to encourage micro tears in muscle fibres 
Each session you must ensure that you are progressing over time. This means that you are placing your 
muscles under stress to cause microtears to happen within the muscles. These tares will then repair over 
time and become stronger. If you don’t work at a high enough intensity in the first place during your 
training sessions you will not progress. 

Synovial Joints: 

Knee: Hinge Joint – Flexion and extension are available at the knee, 
by the use of the quadriceps (Knee flexion) and Hamstrings (Knee extension). 

Elbow Hinge joint – Flexion and extension are  available at the elbow 

by the use of the triceps (Elbow extension) and Biceps (Elbow Flexion) 

Hip  Ball and Socket joint – Flexion, extension, rotation circumduction, 
abduction and adduction are all available at the hip using the gluteus, and 
hip flexor muscles. 

Shoulder Ball and Socket joint – Flexion, extension, rotation circumduction, 
abduction and adduction are all available at the hip using the deltoid muscles.
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B- Know About The Musculoskeletal System And Cardiorespiratory System And The Effects On The Body During Fitness Training 

Short-term effects of fitness training on the cardiorespiratory system: 

1.increased heart rate and breathing rate during fitness training activities 
to supply oxygen to working muscles 

As you start exercise there is an increase in demand for energy. 
This energy can be supplied through aerobic (with oxygen) or anaerobic 

(without oxygen) respiration. As there is an increase in demand for energy 
this must be supplied through blood which is why we see an increase 

in heart rate ad more blood is being delivered to active muscles. 
Following exercise the cardio respiratory system will slowly return to its resting values. 

2. Increased build-up of lactic acid as a result of increased intensity in the main component. 
As a by product of exercise lactate or ‘lactic acid’ is produced which leads to fatigue. 

This is due to the increased acidity in the cells as a result of the reactions taking place 
to release the required energy. During recovery when oxygen is available lactate 

can be broken down and removed from the body and some can be converted 
back into energy for physical work. 
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Gross motor development: 
 Newborns are born with reflexes – sucking, 

rooting, startling, grasping – which help them 
survive. Movements are uncontrolled and 
uncoordinated: 

 at three months able to lift up head and chest 
when on their stomachs and bring hands 
together over body 

 at six months can roll over from back to front 
 at nine months can sit unsupported and is 

usually mobile by crawling or rolling, may pull 
up to stand alone and walk by holding on to 
furniture 

 at twelve months pulls up to stand, stands 
alone, walks holding on to furniture.

Fine motor development: 
 No coordinated movement but newborns will grasp things put into their hands as a reflex action 
 at three months can watch their hands and hold a rattle for a moment 
 at six months can reach for a toy and move a toy from one hand to the other 
 at nine months can use a pincer grasp (index finger and thumb) to grasp objects, can 

deliberately release objects by dropping them 
 at twelve months can use pincer grasp to pick up small objects, points using index finger.

Cognitive development:
 at one month ‘freezes’ if hears a sound played softly 
 at three months can recognise familiar routines, alert and 

follows movement with eyes if objects are close 
 at six months can explore objects by putting in mouth, 

recognises voices 
 at eight or nine months can look for dropped objects and 

objects that they see being hidden 
 at twelve months enjoys throwing toys to the ground and 

watching their descent, learns by trying things out and 
repeating if successful. This approach to learning is called 
‘trial and error’

Development: Birth – 12 months

Communication and language development:
 at one month can turn head to adult voice, at six weeks begins to coo 
 at three months smiles when hears a familiar voice 
 at six months makes short babbling sounds, such as ‘da’ and ‘ba’ 
 at nine months understands ‘no’, vocalises in long strings of babbling 
 at twelve months knows own name and understands simple instructions

Emotional and social development: 
 at one month can focus on human faces with interest 
 at six weeks can smile 
 at three months enjoys being held and forms indiscriminate attachments 
 at six months can recognise and respond to emotions in others 
 from seven to eight months can form specific attachments and show 

wariness of strangers 
 from eight months develops specific attachments and imitates actions of 

others, such as clapping 
 from eight months experiences separation anxiety from primary carer(s).
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Gross motor development: 
 at fifteen months can crawl upstairs and may walk hesitantly 
 at eighteen months can walk unaided, can walk upstairs with 

help and can squat to pick up toys 
 at two years can run, climb onto furniture and use sit-and-ride 

toys 
 at two and a half years can kick a large ball and can jump with 

two feet together from a low step
 at three years able to run forwards and backwards, steer and 

pedal a tricycle, walk upstairs with alternate feet and throw a 
large ball.

Fine motor development: 
 at fifteen months pincer grasp is precise, uses palmar grasp to 

hold crayons 
 at eighteen months can build a tower of three bricks, can feed 

self with a spoon and scribble using a crayon in palmar grasp 
 at two years can draw dots and circles, can put on shoes and 

fasten with Velcro® but not buckles and laces 
 at two and a half years starts to show a hand preference, can 

pull down items of clothing and starting to develop tripod 
grasp 

 at three years can use tripod grasp, draw a circle, hand 
preference is established for most tasks. 

Cognitive development: 
 at fifteen months explores objects 

by sight and sound 
 at eighteen months very curious to 

explore environment, remembers 
where things belong

 at two years recognises self in 
mirror, can remember past 
experiences 

 at two and a half years recognises 
self in photographs, with help can 
complete simple puzzles 

 at three years understands the 
difference between past and 
present, can complete simple 
puzzles

Communication and language 
development: 
 at fifteen months communicates by pointing 

and vocalising, has up to six words 
 at eighteen months has around 15 words, able 

to communicate wishes, understands simple 
requests 

 at two years has up to 50 words, able to join 
words, enjoys looking at books 

 at two and a half years has around 200 words, 
starting to use simple sentences, asks 
questions, uses personal pronouns, plurals and 
negatives 

 at three years speech is clear to anyone 
unfamiliar with child, enjoys books and turns 
pages.

Emotional and social development: 
 at eighteen months emotionally dependent on 

parents and key persons, plays alone but enjoys 
being near adults and siblings, insistent on 
immediate attention to needs and can copy adult 
actions 

 at two years unable to wait for needs to be met, 
may be distracted from tantrums, plays in parallel 
with other children but unable to share toys 

 at two and a half years plays alongside other 
children and engages in onlooker play, very 
dependent on adults and jealous of other children 
gaining attention, responds well to adult attention 
and praise and has tantrums when frustrated 

 at three years finds it easier to wait, starting to 
take turns and share, enjoys being with other 
children and will comfort another child.

Development: 12 month – 3 years
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Development: 3 – 5 years

Gross motor development: 
• from three to four years can hop on one foot, walk along a line, aim and throw a ball and kick it with force, ride a tricycle using 

pedals 
• from four to five years can run avoiding obstacles, skip with a rope, throw a large ball to partner and catch it.

Fine motor development: 
• from three to four years can button and unbutton clothes, use scissors to 

cut out simple shapes, draw a person with head, trunk and legs, eat with a 
knife and fork, thread beads to make a necklace 

• from four to five years can form letters, write own name and colour in 
pictures. 

Cognitive development: 
• from three to four years can recognise and name primary colours, 

understands what is meant by ‘more’, can tell whether an object is heavy 
or light, arranges objects into categories, makes a connection between 
people and events 

• from four to five years can count accurately up to 10, can add two sets of 
objects together, can match equal sets, understands the need for rules, 
names the time of day associated with activities.

Communication and language development: 
• from three to four years, speech can be easily 

understood, although some words may be incorrect, uses 
questions and by four years language is fluent, with some 
speech immaturities 

• from four to five years can count accurately up to 10, uses 
complex sentences with words such as ‘because’, can talk 
about what has happened and what might happen, uses 
language to argue and answer back. 

Emotional and social development: 
• from three to four years can cope with separation from primary 

carer with someone they know, is beginning to play 
cooperatively and show clear friendship preferences, and plays 
with others 

• from four to five years can work out what other people may be 
thinking, which helps them to negotiate with others, able to 
understand the need for rules, develops close friendships 
develop, behaviour mostly cooperative and separates more 
easily from parents.
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Gross motor 
development: 
• from five to eight years can 

hop, skip and jump 
confidently, can swerve and 
dodge when running, balance 
on a beam, ride a bicycle and 
use roller skates 

• coordination is more 
proficient, allowing for tasks 
that require coordinated 
movements including 
improved ball skills, 
swimming activities, 
hopscotch.

Fine motor development: 
• from five to eight years can 

tie and untie shoelaces, and 
accurately cut out shapes 

• from six years able to thread 
a large-eyed needle and sew 
large stitches, has good 
control over pencils and 
paintbrushes, allowing for 
more detailed drawings and 
clear handwriting.

Cognitive development: 
• from five to eight years can 

recognise numerals up to 
100, do simple 
calculations, show simple 
reasoning and be reasoned 
with 

• from seven years can 
‘conserve’ quantities and 
numbers, complete a 
simple maze, is starting to 
tell the time, understands 
the need for and uses 
rules.

Communication and 
language development: 
• from five to eight years 

uses language to reason 
and explain ideas, 
understands and enjoys 
jokes and riddles 

• uses more complex 
sentence structures and 
asks what, when, who, 
where, how, why 
questions 

• from seven years has 
mastered the basics of 
reading and writing.

Emotional and social development: 
• from five to six years starts to compare self with others and becomes more 

aware of the feelings and needs of others 
• confidence in self may be shaken by ‘failure’ 
• from five to seven years has strong friendships, often of the same gender, 

can understand that others have different viewpoints than them, can read 
facial expressions of others accurately and recognise what others might be 
feeling.

Development: 5 years – 8 years
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Unit 2:  UK Travel and Tourism Destinations
What you need to know – tourist destinations Explanation/Answers

Capital Cities of the UK The capital of the UK is London
The capital of England is London, the capital of Northern Ireland is Belfast, of Scotland is Glasgow and of Wales is Cardiff

The location of a variety of seaside resorts in the UK For example, Skegness, Great Yarmouth, Margate, Brighton, Newquay, Weston-Super-Mare, Barry Island, Bangor 
(Wales), Bangor (N. Ireland), Southport, Blackpool, Portishead, South Shields, Whitby

The location of major countryside areas in the UK For example National Parks such as the Peak District, Snowdonia, Cairngorms, Exmoor, Brecon Beacons, Snowdonia, Lake 
District, and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty such as the Cotswolds, Causeway Coast, Isles of Scilly

The location of the UK’s major cultural destinations 
(and why they are culturally significant)

For example Stratford-upon-Avon (Shakespeare), Warwick (Castle), London (Arts and Performance), Edinburgh (Festival 
of Arts and Entertainment), Nottinghamshire (Robin Hood)

What you need to know – UK entry points Explanation/Answers

Major airports in the UK, their location and three-
letter code

London Heathrow (LHR), London Gatwick (LGW), London Stansted (STN), London Luton (LTN), Bristol (BRS), Birmingham 
(BHX), East Midlands (EMA), Manchester (MAN), Leeds Bradford (LBA), Newcastle (NCL), Edinburgh (EDI), Glasgow (GLA), 
Belfast International (BFS)

Major UK passenger sea ports and their routes to 
Ireland or Continental Europe

Fishguard to Rosslare, Holyhead to Dublin, Newcastle to Amsterdam, Hull to Rotterdam, Harwich to Hook of Holland, 
Dover to Oostend, Dover to Calais, Newhaven to Dieppe, Portsmouth to Caen, Plymouth to Santander

What you need to know – UK travel 
routes

Explanation/Answers

Major motorways in the UK, including the 
cities they serve

M1 – London, Milton Keynes, Derby/Nottingham, Sheffield, Leeds
M4 – London, Reading, Bristol, Cardiff
M25 – London orbital
M3 – London, Basingstoke, Southampton
M20 – London, Maidstone, Dover

Major rail lines in the UK, including the 
cities they serve

Midland Mainline – London, Leicester, Derby, Sheffield
West Coast Main Line – London, Birmingham, Crewe, Carlisle, Glasgow
East Coast Main Line – London, Peterborough, York, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Inverness
Great Western – London, Reading, Bristol, Newport, Cardiff, Swansea
Great Eastern – London, Diss, Norwich
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Unit 2:  UK Travel and Tourism Destinations
Why do people visit the UK?  What facilities do they 
use?

Explanation/Answers

Visitor attractions National trust and English Heritage Properties, theme parks, museums, historical sites, heritage sites and wildlife parks

Natural features Mountains, beaches, lakes, rivers and coasts

Accommodation Hotels, guest houses, bed and breakfast, self catering, camping, caravanning, holiday parks, boats

Facilities Sport and Leisure facilities, shopping, restaurants

Arts and entertainment Theatres, exhibitions, art galleries, exhibitions, local festivals/events

Sightseeing Guided tours, ghost walks, boat trips, road trains

Transport links Road, rail, air, sea links

What are visitors to the UK like? Explanation/Answers

Visitor types Groups, families, age of visitor, culture, level of understanding of English, individual needs

Where they come from Inbound (arriving the UK from overseas), Domestic (UK residents)

How can destinations increase their appeal?
You need to understand how and why a destination or facility can appeal to a greater 
range of tourists.  What might they do?
• Improve facilities
• Appeal to a specific customer type
• Offer better transport links
• Adjust costs/admission
• Offer add-ons
• Appeal to a wider range of visitors
• Appeal to a different age group
• Improve interactivity
• Become part of a ‘bundle’ of attractions – one price for multiple sites
You will need to suggest what techniques different tourist facilities or destinations can use, 
and be able to justify these fully.
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Unit 2:  UK Travel and Tourism Destinations

How do you plan a holiday for somebody? Explanation/Answers

Visitor requirements A summary of what the visitors would like

Preferred dates/times It is important to understand exactly when the person wishes to travel.  What date?  What time on that date?  
Sometimes, if a visitor is flexible, they can save money

Travel requirements Are they travelling independently (e.g. by road, rail, air etc.) or as part of an organised tour (coach tour, cruise etc.)

Accommodation requirements What standard of accommodation (e.g. star rating), type of accommodation (e.g. stately home, hotel, apartment, holiday 
park, campsite etc.). On what board basis?  

What is their motivation for travel? Are they travelling to relax?  To undertake activities?  For a special occasion?

What do they want to see? Are they looking to visit natural features?  Cultural features?  

What is their budget? How much are they aiming/willing to spend?

Other than by using the internet, how else can visitors find information about facilities, attractions and holidays in the UK?

Guidebooks                Tourist Leaflets                Atlases                Holiday Brochures                Tourist Information Centres
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GCSE Statistics – Key Definitions
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GCSE Statistics – Key Definitions
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Screenplay
• 800 and 1000 words
• It must be in size 12 font
• It must have one inch margins
• It must  be courier font

Storyboard and Shooting Script
• You must choose a key section of 

your script to make the shooting 
script for.

• It must be 1 minute long- one full 
A4 page

Evaluation
• An evaluative analysis of 750-

850 words 
• Comparison to like minded 

films.

30
%

Propp Todorov Levi 
Strauss

Barthes

• Vladimi
r Propp

• 1920s
• Charact

er 
Types

• Tzvetan
Todoro
v

• 3 
Stages 
of 
equilibr
ium

Binary 
Oppositions

• Roland 
Barthes

• 5 
Narrati
ve 
Codes

• Action 
• Enigma

1. Narrative (structural element of film form): global English language film.
(District 9) See above Narrative theorists.

2. Representation of people and ideas: global non-English language film.
(Tstoti)

3. Film style – the aesthetic qualities of film: contemporary UK film. (Skyfall).

Component 2 Exam- what you are tested on

Key Terminology

1. Aesthetics
2. Narrative
3. Screenplay
4. Evaluation
5. Enigma
6. Segregation  

Subjugation
7. Equilibrium
8. Xenophobia
9. Dystopian
10. Dehumanise
11. Binary
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Key Information
• Director: Sam Mendes 2012

• Cinematographer: Roger Deakins

• Based on: James Bond
by Ian Fleming

To get the higher end of Q4

• Describe what you think 
about the look of the film.

• Consider the selection of 
shots/ angles and how they 
are emphasised through 
framing and lighting.

• Refer to the ways 
cinematography and lighting 
work together with mise-en-
scene.

Key Scene Example opening for Q4 15 marks.

The Train Scene The opening shot of the film is composed to mimic the gun barrel logo that appears
at the start of James Bond films. Bond’s steps into a hallway, backlit by warm,
golden light. Moving further down the hallway, his piercing eyes highlighted by a
shaft of warm light. This combination of shadow and warm light helps to establish
Bond as the film’s protagonist while the composition of the shot mimics the
traditional opening of a James Bond film.
The dramatic music continues to increase in intensity as Eve emerges from the
ruined car with a rifle, crouching to take a shot. Mendes cuts to a point of view
shot through the rifle’s sights. There are a series of close ups as he cuts back and
forth between the sights, the look of concentration on her face and Bond. “I may
have a shot,” Eve says. There is a mid shot of M, the camera dollying in the
speakerphone. Mendes cuts rapidly between mid shot of Bond, the sights and a
close up of Eve. “It’s not clean,” she says. The music continues to rise in intensity
and the pace of editing becomes faster until M finally says, “Take the bloody shot.”
There is a sharp crack as the rifle discharges and Bond falls from the roof of the
train. Throughout much of this scene, Mendes uses loud non-diegetic music and
fast paced editing to create a sense of action and excitement. When Bond is hit by
the bullet, the music stops and there is silence, save for the ragged sound of Eve
breathing and the desolate sound of wind. To draw out the suspense over Bond’s
fate, Mendes cuts to a shot of M and then Bill Tanner (Rory Kinnear) as they wait
for a response. Finally, he cuts to a shot of the speakerphone, the silence
continuing for a moment before Eve says, “Agent down.”

Other Key Scenes

Glass skyscraper in 
Shanghai

The Introduction of 
Severine.

The Fall of Skyfall 
Manor

The Exam- Component 2 C

Q1:  A 1 mark question on cinematography.  Use appropriate terminology. (1)
Q2: What response does the type of cinematography you gave in Q1 try to get from the audience? (4)
Q3:  Begin to identify your 1 sequence.  Make sure that you give a number of points for the one 
sequence.  (5)
Q4: Focus on the same sequence as in Q3.  At least 3 different points about the type of cinematography 
you are exploring. (15)
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What is a Pseudo-
documentary?

Having the appearance of but 
is not actually a real 

documentary.

What is Gaze of the 
medium?

Seeing the world through the 
eyes of the camera.

Within this unit of work, we 
will be looking at the 

narrative structure and the 
way that narrative is crafted 

in order to appeal to the 
audience.
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About:

Country: South Africa
Production Year: 2009
Director: Neill Blomkamp
Certificate: 15
Release Date: 4 September 
2009

Synopsis:

District 9 is a science – fiction
thriller based on Neill
Blomkamp’s 2005 short film,
‘Alive in Jo’burg’, which sees
aliens stranded in
Johannesburg only to be exiled
to slums. Blomkamp directed
the 2009 film that follows one
man as he becomes trapped in
the alien territory.

District 9

Circular

Begins 
at the 
end.

Linear

Normal
order of 
events.

Episodic

Broken 
story in 
chapter

s.
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Vocabulary Instruction
The Power of Words

Definition:

Synonyms:

Words with similar meanings

Antonyms:

This word is opposite to...

Can you draw it?
Say it in a sentence:

Now write the sentence.

Break it down:

How many syllables?

What does it sound like?


